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Optimizing Client 
Connections: AI & 
Data-Driven Approaches



What’s on tap for today?
Market Dynamics:
Fast-paced changes

Q/A

Client engagement meets proactive 
strategies (or: why innovation matters)

Leveraging bestsellers for menu insights and 
strategy enhancement

Data as an ingredient 

Sam Newman
Director of Enterprise Accounts

 at Tastewise



Generative AI in the 
workplace in the United 
States 2023, by generation

The perfect storm for the F&B industry 



Away-from-home is so much more than just outside the home

1. Traditional 
Dining (1980s - 

1990s)

Family-owned 
eateries dominate; 

dining out is an 
occasional luxury

2. Fast Food & 
Chains Boom 

(2000s)

Convenience is 
key; drive-thrus 

and QSR 
popularized

4. Rise of Food 
Delivery Apps 

(Late 2010s)

Restaurants 
venture into 

delivery; 
tech-driven 

convenience; 
dine-at-home 

becomes a trend

5. Local & 
Sustainable 

Dining (2020s)

The Covid 
effect 

6. Technology & 
Personalized 

Experience 
(2023+)

AI-driven 
personalized dining 
recommendations; 

automated kitchens; 
augmented reality 

menus and 
experiences

3. Online 
Reviews and 

Instagram 
Exposure 

(2010s)

Platforms like Yelp, 
TripAdvisor influence 

dining choices; 
consumer reviews 

influence accountability 
and quality; “foodie” 

culture emerges





Struggle to 
make 

connections to 
foodservice

Impossible to 
understand 

consumers at 
scale

Fast-moving consumer data has created unprecedented 
challenges for discovery, decision-making, and activation

Traditional tools:

Slow to keep 
up with 
change

Hard to identify 
& activate on  

early emerging 
trends



What does today’s innovation look like? 

Manufacturer-led 
innovation

Manufacturers with strong 
R&D introduce new products, 
offering training and menu 

ideas to operators, leading to 
novel menu items.

Operator-led 
innovation

Operators innovate unique 
dishes from in-house creativity, 

market trends, or customer 
feedback, collaborating with 

manufacturers for ingredients.

Partners and 
collaborators

Operators and manufacturers 
co-create, especially for 

limited-time or seasonal items, 
blending their expertise.



The transactional relationship can be different 

A salesperson holding an 
iPad. If possible in a 

restaurant environment 
This image represents the 

traditional "order taker" 
approach.

Challenge:

"Order-taker" sales in a transactional 
foodservice space limit opportunities

Solution:

Strategic, personalized recommendations
● Leverage products we already sell
● Introduce products we aim to sell.



Move from “order taker” to “trusted advisor” 

Social discussions

Consumption drivers

Home cooking trends

Consumer sentiment

Menu data

Bestsellers data

Regional trends

Menu gaps

Sales opportunities

Chains

Price changes

Upcoming innovation

Single locations

Menu ideation

True market overview

Deep category 
understanding

Opportunity identification

Sales enablement 

New concepts

Measurement tools

What exists out there What you’d like to surface

What you can offer

True partnership

What you can offer



Bestsellers inspire customized strategies

Consumer 
trends

Ingredients 
drilldown 

Brand 
partnerships & 
collaborations

Optimized 
pricing

Competitive 
positioning

Menu 
ideation



Drilling down to ingredients 

Across all regions in the US, the total number of bestselling 
dishes where chicken is the primary ingredient is 
56,462,794.

Bestsellers 
containing 
chicken:
35%



Chicken is predominantly associated with the 
Mexican cuisine when it comes to bestsellers.

Among the chicken bestsellers, how are they 
most commonly prepared?

1. Fried
2. Grilled
3. Toasted

The most common side ingredients or 
accompaniments found with chicken-based 
bestsellers are Pork, Onion, Tomato, Lettuce, Rice.

Consumer trends 



Take ingredients showing the most 
growth in today’s best-selling dishes 
to create 3 new dishes that include 
these ingredients!

Regional Discovery

New Concepts

Bestsellers inspire new dish opportunities



Menu planning & refining offerings

Bestselling



More ways to use AI in your favor:



The Bestseller Pricing Advantage

Nationally, the avg. price for chicken items among bestsellers is 
$12.80; among all chicken dishes from on-site menus: $12.20.

90210



Local Sales Enablement 



Operator Competitive Insights 

Monitor your competitors’ activity in bestsellers and track your accounts’ monthly menu 
changes so you can act immediately



Summary of Benefits of Bestsellers.
Unprecedented access to away-from-home 
purchasing behavior:

● Invaluable insights into consumer ordering 
habits

● Holistic market view
● Individual item rankings
● Opportunities for brand partnerships and 

collaborations
● Menu planning and refining offerings
● Data-driven decision making
● Optimizing pricing strategies

Key Takeaways



Thank you!
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